
In recent months we have seen a rise in antisemitism around the world. We 
have heard the anti-Semitic rhetoric, we have seen reports indicating an 
increase in the number of anti-Semitic incidents around the world and we 
have felt the heartache as we paid condolences to families who lost loved 
ones just because they were Jewish. Each anti-Semitic incident brings 

with it a shadow of darkness and in times like this it is not always easy to find the light. With 
Chanukah approaching, a festival of light and miracles, we only need to look at our country and 
our community to find a source of light and miracles. This year, our miraculous country celebrated 
70 years of statehood and we, at Telfed, celebrate the 70th anniversary of our organisation. 

What a year of celebrations we have had! Never in my wildest dreams could I have imagined such 
an eventful year commemorating 70 years of our cherished organisation and our exceptional 
community. There have been so many highlights that must be mentioned: we were invited to 
meet with President Rivlin at his residence; we held our annual scholarship award ceremony at 
the Knesset where we handed out over 400 scholarships; we had a wonderful family picnic at 
Kibbutz Nir Eliyahu where about 400 members of the Southern African community got together 
to celebrate Telfed’s 70th; we were taken on a walk down memory lane as we partnered with the 
Herzlia Vocal Ensemble during their tour to Israel and we had a magnificent concert provided by 
internationally renowned baritone Colin Schachat, in addition to many more outstanding events.

As part of our 70th anniversary celebrations we are also excited to announce the launch of the 
Telfed History Project. This is a multi-media online archive telling the story not just of Telfed but of 
Southern AfricanAliyah and Klita.  (Read more online at www.telfedhistory.com)

On a personal note, it is also meaningful for me to be the first female Chairman of Telfed. 
There have been numerous discussions over what my title should be - chairman, chairwoman, 
chairperson... At the end of the day it shouldn’t make a difference. I am just thrilled to be at the 
helm of an organisation that does such meaningful work. Together we are evolving. We are 
constantly working to ensure that we are meeting the needs of today’s olim and that we are 
reaching new people in the community while strengthening our bond with our ‘vatikim’ (veteran 
olim). At the heart of our work is the bond that is formed between our olim and Israeli society.

Just as the light of the Chanukiah grows each day over the eight days of Chanukah, may we 
continue to enhance the light of our community so that it continues to glow as we enter our 
next decade. This light is kindled and nurtured by our community members and our dedicated 
volunteers and staff.

Wishing everyone a Chag Sameach. 
Batya Shmukler
Telfed Chairman

Dear Friends,
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HAPPY CHANUKAH!

Dear Friends, 
 
It’s that time of year when we’re digging out chanukiot, delving in to doughnuts and gathering our 
‘gelt’ for the grand/children, be it presents or ‘cold’ cash.  Between the two, there is a distinction.  A 
present denotes a relationship of unequal power and balance, where one side gives and one side 
takes.   Take it or leave it.  Money, by contrast, is enabling.  Its recipients can transform it in to 
anything they wish: and the giver demonstrates their trust that the receiver will spend it purposefully. 
 
Much the same concept applies to ‘tzedakah’, where as individuals, we are ‘entrusted’ to redress the 
injustices and inequalities in society and thereby create a better world.   
 
This Chanukah,  there are families in our community who have not: families who have been affected 
by physical (and mental) illness, unemployment, bereavement and pressing circumstances.  No-one 
chooses the harder path.  Sometimes it just happens, a combination of bad luck, timing, fate or wrong 
decisions.  And it can happen to any of us.  That’s why we believe in community and collective 
responsibility.   
 
Much like the Chanukah miracle, Telfed is geared to ensuring ‘survival’ through difficult patches and 
against the odds.  We offer our SA community members an ‘insurance policy’, that we may always be 
here to help each other out.  We know that moving countries is not an easy feat, learning the 
language, trying to find a job, build a social circle, adapt to a new culture.  Even veteran olim, 
particularly our elderly, face challenges. 
 
If there is one thing that is remarkable about South Africans, it is the community warmth and 
encouragement.  With the right backing, we are a community that excels and strengthens society, be 
it in business, sports or the arts, we all have a role to play.  Each year, Telfed needs to raise close to 
NIS 9M to fund our charitable services, which include, inter alia: 
     • assisting hundreds of new arrivals 
     • providing close to 400 monthly food cards, mainly for the elderly 
     • administering scholarships for SA students 
     • offering below-market rate housing facilities 
     • providing advice and support to 100+ lone SA soldiers in Israel 
     • facilitating emergency assistance through the Special Urgent Relief Fund 
     • conducting thousands of employment and social welfare counselling sessions each year 
     • amongst others,  arranging weekly events with thousands of participants across the country. 
 
We need your partnership to do this.  As 2018 draws to a close, please consider supporting our 
multifarious communal activities through a tax deductible donation that is guaranteed to help a 
South African family in need. You can call the office on 09 7907819, use the enclosed form in the 
magazine, or donate through the Telfed website (http://www.telfed.org.il/donor).  Thank you!   
 
We wish you and your family a cheerful Chanukah filled with light and a prosperous 2019. 
With warm wishes, 
 
Dorron Kline                   Nava Lapid 
CEO                                COO 

“Do what is right and fair, that it may go well with you" Deuteronomy 6:18 
"וְעָשִׂיתָ הַיָּשָׁר וְהַטּוֹב...לְמַעַן יִיטַב לָךְ וּבָאתָ וְיָרַשְׁתָּ אֶת הָאָרֶץ הַטֹּבָה..." דברים 6:18

“I will never quite be able to display my gratitude to you 
in words, but I want you to know that your work has 

changed my life, and the lives of many others.”  Saul    
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From the Editor

From writing about early South African pioneers like the 
Gennosaw family, who came from Johannesburg to Palestine 
in the 1920’s and pioneered the establishment of kibbutz Nir 
David on the foothills of Mount Gilboa, to Southern Africans of 
today – entrepreneurs, academicians, artists, doctors, scientists, 
researchers, writers, settlers on kibbutzim and moshavim, those 
who reached the pinnacle in their professions and students. 
Sitting midway between these two ‘bookends’, I so relished 

covering the stories of our heroic Southern 
African Machalnikim like Smoky and Myra 
Simon, Migdal Teperson, Sid Cohen, Boris 
Senior, Maurice Ostroff and many others, who 
as young men and women put their lives on 
hold to participate in the greatest adventure for 
a Jew in 2000 years – to fight and forge a national 
homeland – Israel.

The exploits of ordinary people behaving so 
extraordinarily proved a ready-made script for a 
writer like myself with an insatiable appetite for 
stories about Southern Africans in Israel.

The chronicle of the Southern African 
contribution to the future of the State of 

Israel will continue – it has an enriching future no less than an 
enriching past and as Israel’s greatest diplomat Cape Town-born 
Abba Eban said:
“Israel’s future will be longer than its past”
David E. Kaplan
Editor

The Last Word
Whilst interviewing students from South Africa at universities in 
Israel for the Cover Story, I was struck that the same sentiment 
I expressed in my farewell address to the Western Province 
Zionist Council (WPZC) gathering in 1986, before making Aliyah, 
may resonate no less today.  I said then:

“I no longer wish to remain in a country that I feel like flotsam 
drifting in currents that I have no control.”

Reading between the lines of the students, these 
young South Africans have chosen to study in 
Israel because they too want to be masters of 
their futures and not ‘flotsam’, vulnerable to 
unpredictable and dangerous currents. 

Whatever the underlying motivations, all 
students interviewed are thrilled with their 
decision at receiving internationally recognised 
degrees in a warm environment, in a country 
that wants them and invites them to contribute 
to Israel’s future. Their futures are Israel’s future 
and their success should be a message to the 
future generations of young Jews in South Africa 
– you are free to ‘navigate’ your own futures.

Also regarding the future, this will be my last Telfed Magazine 
as Editor. As a former Chairman of Telfed followed by Editor of 
Telfed Magazine, it has been a privilege covering the spectacular 
saga of the Southern African community and its contribution to 
the State of Israel.

LAW OFFICES
ADV. HERTZEL KATZ BA.LLB

ADV. SHARON ARANYA KATZ BA.LLB

HERTZEL 0502 501928 | www.katzlawyers.co.il

42 Bialik Blvd. Ramat Hasharon
OFFICE: 03 5496475  | FAX: 03 5496147

hertzadv@netvision.net.il
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Israel’s President Hosts Telfed

Marking 70 years of outstanding service to its Southern 
African olim, President Reuven Rivlin hosted in August 
a delegation from Telfed at his residence in Jerusalem. 
“You are TRUE Zionists” he jokingly began in welcoming 
the delegation, “After all, you fulfilled the vision of Aliyah, 
while I was denied that experience by being a seventh 
generation Jerusalemite.”

The President praised Telfed for the work it has done over 
seven decades and spoke of the SA contribution to Israel 
and of the shared mission of diaspora Jewry and the State 
of Israel. 

Telfed Chairman, Batya Shmukler, responded by relating 
how Telfed was proud to be “Israel’s first immigrant 
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organisation to be established in 1948 to assist in the 
war effort, offering support to the 804 machalnikim who 
voluneetered to fight for the newly established State of 
Israel.”

”Over the past 70 years”, continued Batya, “Telfed has 
evolved to meet the changing needs of the community 
and continues to support olim, so that, in time, Israel will 
be strengthened through the unique contributions of 
these olim.”
The President made special mention of former South 

Africans Shmuel Katz, Eliyahu Lankin and Doris Lankin, 
who were influential even before 1948 and shared his 
insights on the notable contributions that members of the 
ex-South African community have made over the years. As 
a member of the Jabotinsky’s Revisionists, he felt a close 
affinity to many Telfed representatives who themselves 
were involved in the Betar movement prior to Aliyah.

CEO Dorron Kline expounded on Telfed’s services to the 
community that include: welcoming olim from Southern 
Africa and Australia; offering pre-and-post Aliyah 
counselling; providing financial assistance to over 400 olim 
in need each month; allocating 400 scholarships annually; 
supporting lone soldiers and providing apartments in 
Ra’anana and Tel Aviv at reduced rentals. 

The inspiring saga of Southern African Aliyah was 
colourfully presented by former Telfed Chairman, 
Hertzel Katz who reflected  on Telfed’s history, and Youth 
Committee member, Shiri Berzak who spoke of aspirations 
for the future.

The meeting ended with a group photo with the President 
– a fitting memento of Telfed and the State of Israel 
celebrating a joint 70th birthday.
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Telfed’s Scholarship department organised a fun day
out for our Southern Africans Studying in Israel (SASI).
In addition to a needs-based scholarship grant that
contributes towards accommodation costs during their
time in Israel, the students are given an opportunity
to explore Israel and meet like-minded students from
a similar background. SASI students study in Israel 
as tourists and the programme has been designed to 
promote Aliyah.  With this in mind, the youth enjoyed 
an eclectic morning in the pulsating city of Tel Aviv, 
learning about local art and pop culture.

SASI Students Sightseeing 
– The Art of Graffiti 

The SASI student coordinator, Rebecca Newstadt 
wrote the following: “After months of preparation, I was 
so excited to finally meet this year’s cohort of SASI students 
face to face. The tour was given by three amazing guides who 
knew exactly how to engage with a group of apprehensive, 
young Southern African students. As we toured the streets and 
alleyways of the Florentine neighbourhood we were treated to 
fascinating stories behind some of the amazing artwork that 
decorates the streets. We were captivated by the stories. We 
finished off the day with great ‘shakshuka’, an authentic Israeli 
dish. This was an unexpected treat for the new students. We 
had a wonderful time getting to know each other and we look 
forward to the next event.”   

7Telfed Israelwww.telfed.org.il

For more information about the SASI programme and 
studying in Israel (in English or Hebrew), please contact 
Simone at admin.esp@telfed.org.il 
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In a day filled with 
sunshine and smiles, 
close to 400 Southern 
African olim joined in 
the festivities as Telfed 
celebrated 70 years of 
Southern Africa Aliyah. 
On 27 September (chol 
hamoed sukkot) new and 
veteran olim of all ages 
from across the country 
participated in the family 
picnic to mark a major 
milestone.

Peter Bailey Chairman of Telfed’s Events Committee, opened 
the event by introducing machalnik Josie Shlain, an oleh 
who volunteered in the 1948 War of Independence.It was 
a fitting start to the day as Telfed’s roots are entwined with 
the 804 Southern African machalnikim (overseas volunteers) 

who came to defend 
the newly established 
State of Israel in 1948.

The picnic was hosted 
at Kibbutz Nir Eliyahu, 
historically significant 
to the community 
as it was the base 
for several groups of 
Southern African olim 
from the Habonim 
Youth Movement in 

the 1970s. It proved to be the ideal location with a petting 
zoo to keep the little ones delighted and plentiful space to 
lay out a picnic blanket, participate in a cricket clinic or sit 
in the sukkah especially built for the picnic participants. 
A comedian and arts ‘n crafts corner rounded off the day. 
In a multigenerational family gathering, children were 
introduced to party games that the older olim once enjoyed. 

Picnic

BILTONG
“Droewors”

(Kosher meat but not kosher)

just as you remember it.
People are raving !!!! briansbiltong@gmail.com Brian:052-6744990

FREE SAMPLES
email your Name,address and 

phone to receive a sample by post.
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Peter noted that “with all 
the technology they have 
nowadays, the excitement 
we witnessed when our 
grandkids were introduced 
to our old fashioned sports 
events (the three legged 
race, sack race and egg and 
spoon race) was a revelation.” A sense of camaraderie and 
familiarity permeated the air. New olim who arrived in the 
summer were welcomed, olim originating from Brakpan 
used the picnic as an opportunity for a reunion and others 
enjoyed chance encounters after many years.

In one instance, Jonathan Shapira had lost contact with 
school friends when he made Aliyah 26 years ago. He was 
approached by an old classmate who made Aliyah during 

the summer while their 
children kicked a soccer ball 
together. Southern African 
lone soldiers were invited 
to the event and treated to 
lunch, with Telfed’s Lone 
Soldier coordinator at the 
picnic to welcome them.

A party would be incomplete without a birthday cake. A 
group of enthusiastic children assisted Telfed’s Chairman, 
Batya Shmukler, as she blew out the birthday candles 
before cake was shared among the community.
Dave Bloom, a former Telfed Chairman and co-organiser 
of the event, said that “the birthday picnic reflected the 
ongoing dynamism and community spirit that Telfed 
perpetuates.”
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Ex-South Africans were treated to a lively and nostalgic 
trip down memory lane in October, at sold-out shows of 
“Feel the African Beat” by the Herzlia Vocal Ensemble and 
Khayelitsha United Mambazo men’s choir from Cape 
Town. Standing ovations were the order of the day, with 
delighted audiences in Jerusalem and Ra’anana clapping 
and singing along to traditional favourites, familiar 
South African melodies, as well as more contemporary 
arrangements. Both choirs were bursting with talent and 
energy, coming together in the second half of the show 
to combine their individual styles into some outstanding 
performances. 

In a triumph of l’dor vador, the Ra’anana concert was well 
attended by generations of ex-Herzlians, with many a 
damp eye during the singing of the old school anthem.

Photo credit: Larry Brandt

Feel the foot-stomping African Beat: Herzlia Vocal 
Ensemble and Khayelitsha United Mambazo in Israel!

By Jill Shulman

Photo credit: Larry Brandt

The South African choirs visited Israel on a whirlwind tour, 
managing to squeeze nine performances into eleven days, 
including a pop-up street performance in Jerusalem, two 
public concerts, collaboration and workshops with local 
schools, and a special show for Beit Protea.

Led by Cantor Ivor Joffe, the 40-strong tour was the 
culmination of a long-standing dream, many months of 
hard work and preparation, and a unique partnership 
between United Herzlia Schools and Telfed. The choirs 
were joined in Jerusalem by the Ramatayim Men’s Choir, 
under the directorship of Richard Shavei-Tzion.
Highlights of the trip included meeting up with Ethiopian 
Jewish teens in Addis Ababa during a stopover, visits to 
the Hebrew Music Museum, Yad Vashem, and the Palmach 
Museum, and of course beach and shuk visits.
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Carousel of Music
After returning from his performance in Italy with world-
renowned singer, Andrea Bocelli, internationally acclaimed 
baritone Colin Schachat generously presented a Charity 
Concert in honour of Telfed’s 70th anniversary, supporting 
the organisation’s activities and services on behalf of the 
SA community in Israel. With clicking fingers and tapping 
toes, the audience was mesmerized by the talent and 
diversity of the performers, as the show lived up to its 
title: A Carousel of Music. Accompanied by the Ra’anana 
Symphonette, expertly conducted by David Sebba, the 
programme delivered a rotation of performers, in a variety 
of combinations, performing a diverse and enchanting 
repertoire from 
gospel to opera, 
Sinatra to Sheeran. 
Led by Colin, other 
singers included 
his sons Gabi and 
Micha and the 
Ofer Portugaly 
Gospel Singers. 
One audience 
member spoke of 
the “harmony and 
collaboration on 
stage with singers 
and an orchestra 
that clearly 
have a wealth of 
talent, experience 
and passion.” 
While many in 
the audience 
were already 
familiar with Colin’s incredible talent from the stage or the 
synagogue, they left the music hall spellbound after what 
was a truly magical musical carousel. 

The evening commenced with a video about Telfed and the 
services offered to new and veteran olim in Israel. Batya 
Shmukler, Telfed Chairman, addressed the audience 
and spoke of how far the organisation has come from its 
humble beginnings as a supporter of the first Machalnikim 
from Southern Africa in 1948. 

“Since that first generation of volunteers, additional 
generations have joined the ranks to continue bolstering 
the community of Southern Africans in Israel.” She spoke 
of an organisation that has adapted itself over the years 
to changing community needs, adding that “we take 

great pride in 
being one of the 
most productive 
and active Aliyah 
and Klita support 
o r g a n i s a t i o n s 
in Israel” before 
urging the 
audience to “join 
the Telfed family”.  
At the end of 
the evening, as 
news came in 
about the attack 
at the Etz Chaim 
Synagogue in 
Pittsburgh, Batya 
spoke of the 
privilege of being 
a Jew in the Jewish 
homeland. 

 The evening ended on a ‘note’ of gratitude, as the audience 
stood united in singing the Israeli national anthem, Hatikva. 
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Visitors to Telfed

All for one, and one for all     

Although Nicci Raz (Executive National Director of 
the SAZF in Johannesburg) has only been at the helm 
for the past three years, it is clear that she is force to be 
reckoned with.  At her recent visit to the Telfed offices, 
together with Bev Schneider (Fundraising, IUA/UCF) 
and Melissa Goldberg (Relationship and Development 
Director, Beyachad), Nicci’s commitment to protecting 
and supporting Jewish life in SA was clearly apparent. 

The visit came in light of the decision of some of the major 
local JHB communal organisations to assess new structures 
and strategies, with a goal to building new relationships 
and sources of income, as non-profits around the world 
collectively face a ‘funding crunch’. 

Reid Hoffman is credited as saying that “No matter how 
brilliant your mind or strategy, if you’re playing a solo game, 
you’ll always lose out to a team.”  Perhaps this motto was 
in mind in the visit, where Nicci and her team focused 
on meeting with SA community lay-leaders at Telfed, 
to explore ways in which the two organisations could 
collaborate for the good of SA Jewry – “all for one and one 
for all.”

Shalom to Selwyn

This quarter, Telfed also hosted Selwyn and Jenny 
Lichtenstein from Johannesburg.  For the last 15 years, 
Selwyn has served as Group Chief Financial Officer at 
Beyachad.

Goldschmidt Gathering

Telfed was honoured to welcome 
the granddaughter of the 
late legendary Meyer Hirsch 
Goldschmidt, Dr. Jeanne Katz, 
and her husband, David, for the 
Annual General Meeting of the M.H. 
Goldschmidt Foundation.  The fund 

was set up at Telfed close to 30 years ago, with a charitable 
charter to assist primarily with needs-based scholarships 
for SA students in Israel, amongst other altruistic initiatives.

In 1907, Meyer Hirsch Goldschmidt set out from 
his hometown of Hamburg, Germany, travelling to 
Southern Africa as the sales representative of a Berlin 
Export Trading House.  There he met with success in the 
burgeoning demands of the merchants supplying the 
rapidly expanding mining towns and together with his 
wife Germaine Silbermann, they threw themselves in 
to communal activities.  More than a centenary later, the 
family continues to be intimately involved in community 
welfare, administering the Trust each year and ensuring 
that the charitable objectives of its namesake are upheld, 
and in so doing, helping hundreds of Southern African 
students to complete tertiary education and obtain 
purposeful professions.  Here’s to many more decades of 
successful partnership!

Meeting with Mauerberger

Mauerberger Foundation Fund (MFF) Chairperson 
Dianna Yach and Director Jonathan Yach visited Telfed 
last month.  Together with brother and Vice Chairman 
Derek Yach, they are the grandchildren of the late 
Morris Mauerberger who established the fund in 1938. 
Morris passed on the philanthropic torch to his son-in 
law Solly, and then his daughter, Estelle, who led the 
Foundation for 20+ years before handing over the Chair to 
the next generation.

It is this ‘next generation’ which is turning things around 
in the charitable arena.  Increasingly, leaders in families 
and foundations understand that philanthropy consists 
of much more than the transactional act of writing 
cheques. Today, it is a strategic investment that can be 
transformational — both for society and for the donor.  
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Expressing our gratitude to our lone soldiersTime Out
Australia’s Ambassador to Israel H. E. Chris Cannan 
graciously hosted a Telfed brunch for Lone Soldiers 
from Southern Africa and Australia at the Ambassador’s 
Residence in August. The reception provided an 
opportunity to acknowledge the contribution made by 
these young men and women. Participants were given 
an opportunity to meet with other lone soldiers from a 
familiar background and to spend a relaxing morning 

swimming and ‘hanging out’. Telfed’s staff and leadership 
addressed the gathering on the services offered to the 
community and specifically to lone soldiers. Celebrating 
Israel’s and Telfed’s joint 70th birthday, those in attendance 
heard personal accounts of the War of Independence from 
legendary airman and Chairman of World Machal, Smoky 
Simon and his wife Myra.

A Lone Soldier shared his thoughts following the 
brunch:

“I grew up in the Jewish community in South Africa 
and through my education and upbringing, I 
developed a love for the land of Israel and its people. 
In my time here, I have realised that the lifestyle and 
culture can be hard to adjust to. It is a place that is 
filled with energy and emotion – there are moments 
that are truly amazing and inspiring, but there are 
times filled with challenges and obstacles. I think 
most olim can relate to this...

Through thick and thin, I have learned the 
importance of support from my friends from home 
who have also followed their hearts and dreams 
and moved to Israel. Throughout the journey, it 
has been comforting to know that I have Telfed a 
phone call away for support. It is amazing to know 
that we are not alone. From the lone soldier events 
to the PRAS scholarship, I have been able to connect 
to the Southern African community in Israel and to 
give back to Israel while connecting to my roots and 
family history at the same time. I am so pleased with 
the choices I made and how these experiences have 
had such a positive impact on me.”

Long-term supporters of Telfed and many other global 
charitable institutions, siblings Dianna and Jonathan 
shared their vision for the ongoing projects of the MFF, 
one of which is the introduction of the Mauerberger 
Research Award for Transformative Technologies for 
Africa, administered through the Haifa Technion.  This is 
to encourage Israeli scientists to brainstorm solutions to 
development needs in Africa (such as healthcare, water, 
agriculture and the environment) with African colleagues – 
and in doing so, also advance the role of women in science.  
Dianna observed that she hoped that this initiative will 
impact positively on millions of lives in Africa.

Innovations such as these from ‘the next generation’ 
demonstrate that philanthropic leaders are more 
interested on working side by side with their beneficiaries 
to resolve social problems, giving not just of their treasure, 
but also of their talent.  In so doing the Yachs continue the 
family tradition and epitomize the words of Peter Strople 
– “Legacy is not leaving something for people. It is leaving 
something in people.”

Remembering Theo

This October, the Cape 
Town community lost one 
of its stalwarts, legendary 
swimmer and commercial 
property industrialist, 
Theodore Yach.

Described by Western Cape Premier Helen Zille as “one of 
the most generous, warm, open-hearted and community 
giving people I’ve known”, he was a veteran of 108 Robben 
Island swims and an English Channel swim, amongst other 
achievements.  
Tim Noakes, professor of exercise and sports science, his 
dietician, remembers him as “a remarkable man. He was 
just a lovely guy‚ always positive‚ gentle‚ looking on the 
good side of life”, a sentiment shared by friend Guy de la 
Porte, who described Theo’s loss as “massive”.  The Telfed 
Family extends deep condolences to his mother Estelle, 
siblings Dianna, Derek, Jonathan, his wife Michelle and 
two sons, Daniel and David.  
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TELFED AT 70. QUO VADIS? By Harris Green

A 70th anniversary is not only an opportune time to reflect 
on our achievements but also an opportune time to 
ponder the future, address the challenges and determine 
clear objectives as to where we want to find ourselves 70 
years from now.

Telfed was initially established to cater to the needs of new 
immigrants from Southern Africa. In its first three decades, 
Telfed assisted some 13 000 new olim from Southern Africa. 
Telfed’s focus was on immigrant absorption. Immigration 
can be expressed in numbers. Absorption is much more 
than that.

Absorption is about creating opportunities for new 
immigrants. It’s about giving them a vision and making 
them an integral part of the Zionist dream. It’s about 
developing and successfully utilising their skills. It’s about 
facilitating their integration into society and making them 
useful citizens.

Successful immigrant absorption has long been Israel’s 
prime objective and Telfed’s contribution to achieving this 
objective amongst olim from Southern African has been 
crucial. 

Helping olim find housing and employment in a new 
country is fundamental to the absorption process. 
Adapting to a new environment, learning a new language 

and providing new immigrants with functioning social and 
cultural infrastructures, are formidable challenges.

The number of former Southern Africans who have made 
their homes in Israel now exceeds 25 000. Many of them 
have made significant contributions to Israel’s successes. 

In the earlier years, 80% of Telfed’s budget was funded 
by the Jewish Agency. The reminder was provided by the 
South African Zionist Federation in South Africa.

The past four decades have seen significant change.

The Jewish Agency is no longer the financial powerhouse 
it once was. Its priorities have changed. Jewish identity has 
replaced Aliyah as its main focus. Klita has been delegated 
to the government’s Ministry of Absorption. Their focus 
is on providing generic services to olim from diaspora 
communities in distress. Assistance to olim from more 
affluent countries is basic, minimal and impersonal.

Telfed’s original sources of funding have completely 
dissipated and Telfed has had to assume sole responsibility 
for funding its activities. Fundraising from the community 
is a pre-requisite for securing our long-term future.

During these past four decades, South Africa’s Jewish 
Community has shrunk from 120 000 to around 70 000. The 
community has aged. Maintaining and funding Jewish 
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institutions in South Africa is becoming more difficult. The needs of the community there are becoming greater and the 
financial burden is becoming increasingly difficult to bear. 

South Africans are outliving their savings. The purchasing power of these savings has diminished dramatically. 
Unemployment is high. South Africa’s health and social services are in turmoil. Her political and economic future is 
uncertain. Crime is rampant. Communal and personal security have become major issues.

So where does this leave us? Has Telfed outlived its need? Does an Aliyah of 350 olim per year from South Africa justify 
the existence of an organization dedicated to providing quality Klita services? Should Telfed be re-defining its objectives? 
Should it be re-assessing its areas of activity? 

Over the years, Telfed has shifted its focus. While continuing to provide quality Klita services, Telfed has become a 
communal organisation. Staff numbers have been reduced and professionals recruited to best address the changing 
needs of the community. 

I believe Telfed has and will always have a vital role to play in servicing the needs of our community. The demand for these 
services clearly exists. Telfed’s volunteers argue that the organisation’s best-kept secret is the work it does to enhance the 
communal quality of our lives. 

Trust Funds administered by Telfed provide more than 400 scholarships 
each year to needy students and to those engaged in social work 
endeavors that benefit our community. Telfed’s property portfolio offers 
new olim affordable housing solutions. The income generated from these 
rentals is used to help the economically challenged in our community. 
Unfortunately, the demand for these assistances is growing.

Telfed has launched a number of volunteering initiatives to provide 
a platform for members of our community to engage in bettering the 
quality of life in Israel. Through its regional committees, Telfed organizes 
social and cultural events and volunteers plan regular tours to interesting 
places around the country.  

I believe that in the event of continued political instability in South Africa 
and a mass exodus of her Jewish population, Israel will certainly be the 
default destination for most. Where else would new immigrants be 
provided with housing and quality social and health services? Where else 
would they be made to feel welcome?

Clearly, there’s no way for an organization with only 14 employees, 350 
active volunteers and limited resources to adequately address the needs 
of a mass Aliyah. Having said that, I believe our presence would be crucial 
in facilitating the absorption of these new olim. Telfed has an outstanding 
track record and has the ability to effectively lobby for the provision of 
adequate governmental resources to cope with such an eventuality.

We have a job to do. We have a community with major needs to satisfy. 
Our future is still way ahead of us.

Only with the dedication of our volunteers coupled with the generous 
support of our donors can we achieve our goals. I urge readers to respond 
to the challenges and to make whatever time and financial contributions 
you can. Step up to the plate and play an active role in serving your 
community. 

As a benefactor of Telfed’s services over the years and as an active Telfed 
volunteer for the past 15 years, I assure you that what you give is only a 
fraction of what you’ll get in return.
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· In partnership with Yachad, the AACI, ESRA and the Zionist Council in Israel, Telfed co-hosted an information evening in 
English for the parents and grandparents of children who will be joining the army in the near future in order to learn how 
best to support our soldiers.

· Members of Telfed's Fallen Soldiers Committee 
attended the memorial service for two ex South 
Africans, David Silbowitz and Neil Freed. 
Originally from Cape Town and Johannesburg, 
respectively, David and Neil were in the same 
tank that was hit in the Yom Kippur War.

· In partnership with the Municipality of Jerusalem, Telfed 
participated in a welcome event for new olim to the capital 
in August. 

· Rabbi Dov Sidelsky shared his childhood memories 
with his audience in Jerusalem.  His father, Lazar, was a 
prominent lawyer in South Africa who defied social norms 
and hired Nelson Mandela to work in the family law firm in 
the 1940s. 

· Jerusalem's Youth Committee arranged an evening of 
pizza and beer for our new Young Olim.

Focus on Telfed

Latrun

What’s been happening
around the country…

Jerusalem

Kibbutz Yizreel

· The Telfed Tiyul group began their recent outing at the 
Atlit Salt of the Earth factory where participants were 
given a comprehensive history of the origins of the salt 
works, the uses and benefits of salt and the environmental 
impact. This was followed by a tour of the Hecht Museum 
at Haifa University with its focus on archeology, which 
included a 2 500 year old ship raised from the seabed of 
Kibbutz Ma’agan Michael.    

Atlit-Haifa
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· As communities around the world participated in the Shabbat 
Project, brainchild of South Africa’s Chief Rabbi, Dr. Warren 
Goldstein, Telfed was proud to host the Ra’anana Challah 
Bake in our Schwartz Street building Moadon, in addition to 
supporting the challah bakes in Modiin and Tel Mond.

· In collaboration with 
the Modiin branch of 
the Zionist Council of 
Israel, Telfed co-hosted 
an inspiring lecture 
on Zionism by award-
winning journalist, 
Barbara Sofer.

· Telfed's Amishav residents enjoyed a midsummer night's picnic on the lawns of the Amishav building. During the 
course of the evening, scholarships were awarded to new olim from Southern Africa.

· The  Israel-South Africa Chamber of Commerce hosted an enlightening evening in Tel Aviv, exploring trade 
between the two countries. Telfed representatives attended the event where speakers ranged from foreign policy 
experts to marketing strategists.

Modiin

Rishon LeZion

Tel Aviv

· The beachfront in Rishon LeZion was the ideal 
location for a summer braai. This is a regular 
feature on the Telfed Rishon LeZion Committee's 
Calendar – be sure to be there next summer!

· A morning of learning and laughter 
was arranged by our Netanya Regional 
Committee, featuring Gina Junger.

Netanya

The Shabbat Project 

Modiin Tel Mond

Ra’anana
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There are many reasons students may consider to study in 
Israel. For some, it’s the opportunity to experience personal 
growth by immersing themselves in a different culture and 
meeting people with different perspectives,  while learning 
more about the country’s unique heritage.
For others it might be to seek education options that offer 
better value or opportunities than those in their home 
country. This is very much the case today for South African 
school leavers. And then there are those who want to be in 
the vanguard of the hi-tech and information age and are 
attracted by Israel’s reputation as a ‘Start-Up Nation’ and a 
hub of technology and entrepreneurship. 
All these are exciting are exciting pull factors but for South 
Africans there are also darker push factors!

Branded at the time of the Mandela presidency as ‘The 
Rainbow Nation’, the vibrancy of those colours has lost 
much of its shine due not only to rampant corruption and a 
declining economy but for Jews, an increasing, uneasiness 
of their country’s aggressive posturing towards the Jewish 
state.

The latest ANC position to downgrade diplomatic relations 
is making many Jews think – Is this a country where I want 
to raise a family?
While parents rooted in South Africa economically are 
less likely to leave, that is less the case with their children 
whose assets are not currency or real estate but their youth 
and talent. For them, universities abroad are an enticing 
option and for Jews there is the warm embrace of Israel 
and its fine universities.
UCT and Wits – the default options - are now competing 
with universities in Israel with the IDC Herzliya being by far 
the most popular while the Technion in Haifa and Tel Aviv 
University are attracting those pursuing degrees in the 
sciences.  

Cover Story By David E. Kaplan

“To study in Israel or not to study in Israel, that is the question...”

“It’s fun, it’s safe, it’s a world class 
education and our folks are happy” - 
these are the messages of endorsement 
from young South Africans studying at 
universities in Israel.

Pulsating Perspective. Overlooking the city of Haifa, students in 2nd year in the Mechanical and Civil Engineering international programme at the 
Technion. South Africans Barak Henen (centre with red T-shirt) and Aaron Levinthal (above left of the post with cap)
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The Big Move
To take the pulse of that increasing community of young 
South Africans at universities in Israel, Telfed Magazine set 
out to interview some of these students and explore their 
motivations for ‘making the big move’

Most of the students interviewed indicated that “it was 
the pull” rather than “push factors” but an article in The 
SA Jewish Report on the 25th October 2018 headlined 
‘Incoming Wits student leaders aligned with BDS’ 
can only raise the temperature. As one observer mused, 
“keep this up and it will be a case of when push comes to 
shove.” The article reported that thirteen out of the fifteen 
seats on the University of the Witwatersrand’s Student 
Representative Council (SRC) were won by the ANC-allied 
Progressive Youth Alliance (PYA) and “are unquestionably 
aligned with the Boycott Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) 
movement.”
Adding to the visuals, many of the candidates in their 
election posters draped black-and-white checked keffiyehs 
as a clear nod to BDS. The prognosis is that of more 
aggressive posturing ahead against Israel.
That’s the bad news.
The good news is that Israeli universities are welcoming 

overseas students, offering internationally recognised 
degrees and a warm environment that makes Jews feel “at 
home.” 

SASI is SIZZLING
At present there are 60 South Africans studying at the 
IDC Herzliya, 22 of them of them through Telfed’s SASI 
programme.  Another eight SASI students are dispersed 
throughout the country, studying at Bar Ilan, Tel Aviv 
University, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Ben Gurion 
University of the Negev and the Technion.
Launched with the support of the Eric and Sheila 
Samson Foundation, SASI students are eligible for 
subsidised needs-based accommodation grants and study 
scholarships, access to an ulpan, preparatory studies if 
needed, youth counsellors and the support of Telfed’s full 
professional staff.
Setting aside the financial constraints of South Africans 
studying abroad, the writer was eager to explore what 
motivated young South African school leavers to forgo 
familiarity, family and friends and chose to come study in 
Israel.

Cape Storme
For Storme Eberlin, a 2nd year economics student at the 
IDC Herzliya, she was “sold on the IDC” the moment 
she got off the bus with forty other pre-matric South 
African pupils visiting Israel on the two week Encounter 
programme. “It was wild; how beautiful everything was; the 
friendly reception; there were the South African students 
who came to meet us led by Stephanie Miller. Today she 
is ‘Mother’ to all the South African students at the IDC. 
Anyway, we toured the campus, and everyone looked like 
they were having the best time of their lives. People had 
this positive air about them.”
In his presentation, the head of the IDC’s International 
School and a former shaliach to South Africa, Jonathan 
Davis “was inspirational.” Jonathan said there are no 
limits, “but of course finance was a big issue, and then we 
heard of the scholarships from the IDC and needs-based 
accommodation grants from Telfed through SASI, and the 
impossible began to look possible.”
Storme and her four best friends decided that the IDC was 
for them. “We were so excited, it was like a dream. We all 
went back to Cape Town and told our parents. ”However, 
one thing led to another and at the end of matric all four 
began studying at UCT, with Storme studying Actuarial 
Science. “After two months I knew UCT was not for me; it 
was so impersonal in contrast as to how we were treated by 
the IDC, while all the time we remained in touch with the 
IDC. Then Israel Apartheid Week in March contribued to our 

Promoting Studying In Israel. Manning an IDC Herzliya booth at the 
TbT panel debate in October at Beth Protea is 2nd year economics 
student Storme Eberlin from Cape Town.
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misgivings about UCT. Suddenly we felt so uncomfortable 
on campus. If you tried to say anything in support of Israel, 
you were attacked. No-one wanted to hear a different 
perspective, they just wanted to fight. There was so much 
ignorance and even those students that did not normally 
support the BDS sided against Israel influenced by the anti-
Israel mainstay media.” 
Five months into the academic year, Storme and three of 
her best friends left UCT and enrolled at the IDC. “It was the 
best move we made.”
Now, as a SASI student, Storme welcomes visiting South 
African  pupils to the IDC and as part of her volunteering 
she does what others did before her. “We follow up on all 
those students who filled in the forms during their visit and 
we call them.”
In this way, today’s visitors will become tomorrow’s 
students in Israel.

“Sealed the Deal”
Another SASI student at the IDC is Zachary Levin. When 
I got hold of this 3rd year student at the Arison School of 
Business on the cellphone, I could hear a commotion in the 
background, much of it sounded Spanish! Zac bellowed to 
me, “Hold on,” and then I heard above the lively din,
“ciao, adios.”  
“Okay, they’re gone, now we can talk.”
“Who’s gone?” I asked.
“My group - I’ve just taken a group of thirty Mexican 
eleventh graders on a tour of the IDC; I do a lot of this - 
showing young visitors from abroad our campus.”
“Any of them interested in coming to study?” I ask.
“These visits plant the seeds, the results will be in the years 
ahead when you will hear more Spanish accents blending 
in with a myriad of others. We have students from over 80 
countries all studying in English. It’s like a United Nations, 
but with one delightful difference - we are united in loving 
Israel.”
“So, what made you chose to come study in Israel?” I ask.
“I come from a very zionistic family in Cape Town, I went to 
Herzlia School, I was a member of Habonim Dror, so that 
basically studying in Israel was always an option although 
not a certainty.”
“So what transpired that an option turned into a certainty?” 
I ask.  “Two things,” replied Zac.
“In 2014, Jonathan Davis addressed us at Herzlia School. 
He brought with him an IDC student, a former pupil from 
Herzlia but more important he had been my madrich in 
Habonim years before. The student’s name was Jessie 
Lazarus and he sat me down and convinced me. He said, 

“it’s a fantastic opportunity.” And then I visited the campus 
on the Encounter programme at the end of 11th grade like 
these Mexican kids and that visit to the IDC and being met 
by Stephanie and the South African students sealed the 
deal.”

Campus Chaos
“What about your friends back in Cape Town that are now 
studying at UCT?” I ask Zac .
“I can tell you that they are feeling uncomfortable; it’s 
a hostile environment for Jews, particularly during IAW 
(Israel Apartheid Week). Intellectual curiosity – what 
should be fundamental at a university – is foreign to 

Time to Party. Zac Levin with friends at the 2018 IDC orientation party.

Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow.  Economics student Zac Levin from
Cape Town (bottom first left) guiding a tour of South African
11th graders around the IDC campus on the Encounter
programme in 2017.
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UCT today and is undermining its academic stature. During my final year at 
school, the FeesMustFall campaign was in full swing. What started out as not 
an unreasonable protest about the high cost of studies ended up costing the 
universities, as the protests morphed into wanton destruction.” 
The hardest-hit institutions were North West University‚ which sustained 
R198m in damage after its Mafikeng campus was set alight; the University of 
Johannesburg‚ which saw fire and vandalism cause damage worth R144m 
and the University of KwaZulu-Natal‚ which estimated the damage done to its 
torched law library and vandalised buildings at more than R100m.
I recall that law library studying there for my LL. B in the 1970s and sadly reflect 
on all those leather-bound books some dating back to the nineteenth century, 
gone up in smoke.

Haifa Here We Come
Seeing universities figuratively going up in smoke was Aaron Levinthal who 
completed a year at Wits before switching to the Technion in Haifa where he 
is now in his 2nd year of Mechanical Engineering. “It’s not that I disagreed 
with the aim of the FeesMustFall movement but when it turned violent, life at 
Wits became unsafe and unpredictable – definitely not conducive to studying 
engineering where I needed to be on campus five to six days a week. I passed all 
my subjects but when my acceptance to the Technion came through, I switched.” 
Although Aaron “lost time” with the change, “it all came down to either going 
into second year at Wits or studying at one of the best engineering schools in 
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A Twist in the Ta le
A real give-away as to our South 

African roots is to ask for a ‘kitke’. 
Appearing exclusively in South Africa’s 

Yiddish lexicon, it begs the question: 
What is the origin of the word?
Don’t look to the Poles, for while ap-

parently there is a Polish word ‘kitke’ 
meaning “twisted”, this is closer to a 
red, not a gehakte herring. The Polish 
derivative was never used in Europe to 
describe the ‘Shabbos’ bread and so was 
never elevated to a linguistic heirloom.

The answer lies not from where the 
Jewish immigrants came but to where 
they initially settled - Kimberley!

With the discovery of diamonds in 
the Cape Colony in 1867, many Jewish 
immigrants who had fled the pogroms 
of Eastern Europe, gravitated to this 
booming mining town. Then, when 
gold was discovered10 years later in the 
Transvaal, many packed up their wag-
ons and headed to Ferreirasdorp, today 
an inner-city suburb of Johannesburg 

but then a rug-
g e d  m i n i n g 
camp. Referred 
as the “cradle of 
Johannesburg”, 
it was where the 
fir s t  d igg ings 
started, where 
the  fir s t  d ig -
gers settled and 
to  where  the 
Yiddisher crowd 
from Kimberley 
arrived, seeking 
- quite literal-
ly - the ‘Golden 
Madinah’.

Now the plot 
thickens like the 

dough in the Challah for with 
many of these new arrivals they 
were joined by their Khoi servants 
who had initially hailed from the 
vast Griqualand region.

The Rea l McKhoi
Observing the womenfolk with 

their long plaited hair, and how 
they used to plait the hair of their 
daughters, the servants came up 
with a description for this strange 
hairstyle ‘kitkhoi’, using the Khoi 
word for ‘twist’.

Now, as there were no baker-
ies, and all Challas for Shabbat 
were baked in private homes, it 
was mostly the Khoi servants that 
would deliver the Challas to the 
various Jewish households and tell 
them that they were delivering the 
‘kitkhois’.

In time, this Koi invented word 
would emerge as the formal name 
for challas in South Africa – kitka!•
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Encounter programme to Israel which included a visit to 
the IDC. I fell in love with the place and Jonathan Davis 
kept shoving forms in front of me to fill in, which I didn’t. 
Then a few months later, again at the IDC, this time leading 
a media mission, I thought, ‘what the heck’ and filled in 
the forms and thought I’ll see what happens.” Lara was 
accepted to the School of Communications and today, 
married with three children, she spearheads much of 
the IDC’s outreach in heading marketing campaigns and 
editing its glossy campus magazine which is disseminated 
globally. 
She says the vast majority of her friends are still in 
Johannesburg but “are now realising that South Africa 
might not offer their children the future they are looking 
for educationally.” She amusingly recalls when Davis first 
broached the subject of leaving South Africa to study at 
the IDC and saying, “you think I’ve lost my mind?””
Nearly a decade later she says laughing, “Thankfully I lost 
my mind” and so doing, “found my future in Israel.”

Writing on the Wall
One Friday morning in October, Telfed organised a graffiti 
tour of Tel Aviv for all the South African students  as a part of 
the SASI cultural programme . Says Zac, “It was wonderful 
meeting with all the other South African students from all 
the universities in Israel. It was such fun and we were given 
paint and even did a bit of graffiti ourselves.”  Most of Tel 
Aviv’s graffiti is social commentary about city life, so what 
messages did these South Africans leave in images on the 
walls? They weren’t saying but for their peers in South 
Africa, the signs are there – ‘The writing is on the wall!’

Memorable Moment. Graduation day for Lara Greenberg (left) with 
Stephanie Miller (centre) and South African student Tali Dayan.

the world – the Technion. It was a no brainer and I have 
never looked back. Neither have five of my friends who are 
studying at the IDC.”
Engineering at the Technion hardly allows time for a hectic 
social life, says Aaron “but it’s compulsory to play a sport. 
There is plenty on offer so I opted for rugby and joined 
the Haifa Wild Boars and we were donnered in the final by 
Kibbutz Yizreel.”

Another South African from Johannesburg studying with  
Aaron in second year engineering at the Technion is Barak 
Henen, a graduate of Yeshiva College.
What made you chose to study at the Technion?
“I wanted to open up my world to more possibilities. I 
had serious reservations about wanting to commit to 
a future in South Africa. For sure, I was not reassured by 
the government and did not see a way forward to make a 
name for myself in my field.  But that was in the abstract, in 
reality, a few things happened.”
And they were?
“Firstly, in grade ten I came on the Bnei Akiva ‘Kfar’               
programme and was sold on Israel. Then a year later, 
representatives from the Technion came to Yeshiva School 
and gave a presentation. I was bowled over and decided 
if I had a choice, this was where I would like to study. 
Then, when I came on the Bnei Akiva MTA programme 
programme following my matric, I wrote the SATs and was 
accepted. And like Aaron, I too play rugby and have never 
looked back.”

Studying in English with over forty students from all over 
the world, “the experience has been incredible – different 
cultures, languages, the mix of personalities and becoming 
an independent person. It has been phenomenal and my 
folks are ecstatic, too. I will probably after graduation make 
Aliyah. Israel is where I want to live and make my mark 
which I did not see happening in South Africa.” For South 
Africans who wish to study at a public university, like the 
Technion, Tel Aviv University also offers Engineering in 
English.

Ever Mindful
Working today at the same university where she graduated 
is Lara Greenberg Doel who is Campaign Director at 
the IDC Herzliya and Managing Editor of its magazine 
‘Herzliyan IDC’.
After matriculating at Yeshiva Collage, she began 
working for the SA Jewish Report and the Jewish Agency 
in Johannesburg when in 2007 “I was asked to lead an 
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Feature
Honouring Our Heroes

Proud to Protect. A giant 
photograph in the IDF 
dining room  showing a 
routine patrol.

While Israel battles politically to get its ‘house’ in order 
regarding Gaza, Dave and Rae Kopping are providing club 
houses for soldiers at IDF bases near the border. 

Again, this former Southern African couple have voluntarily  
enlisted.

Following Operation Protective Edge in 2014 when the 
IDF had to protect Israeli civilians facing a daily barrage 
of missiles from Gaza for 50 days, Dave and Rae Kopping 
showed their heartfelt gratitude by donating a clubhouse at 
the Palmachim Airforce Base for the Drone and Helicopter 
Pilots. “They operate under enormous pressure, protecting 
us from this constant threat,” said Rae.    

Four years later, what has changed is not the political but 
geographic landscape with expansive swathes of black 
across the north western Negev countryside caused by 
incendiary balloons and kites sent from Gaza landing 
on fertile fields. This was all too apparent from the bus 
window as fifty participants - family, friends, and members 
of the English speaking branch of the Association for the 
Wellbeing of Israel’s Soldiers - attended the opening of two 
more Kopping clubhouses at army bases near the Gaza 
border.

These new clubhouses replete with comfy couches, coffee 
tables, kitchenettes, TVs and sound systems, honour  like 
the earlier one at Palmachim - the memory of the Kopping’s 
daughter Greer-Rose Sandler who sadly passed away 14 

years earlier from an illness, and Rae’s brother Isaac Melcer, 
who was killed in Sinai during the Yom Kippur War in 1973. 
“He was a tank commander who served under General Ariel 
Sharon,” reveals Rae, “and had only been married a year.”

“What better way to honour their memory,” adds Dave, 
“than to know that Greer-Rose and Isaac’s names will be 
forever associated with those that protect Israeli citizens 
from harm.”

Tunnel Vision

The day proved an eye-opening window into the life - with 
all its complexities - of our civilian population living ‘Under 
Fire’ near Gaza and the role our brave soldiers play in 
providing protection.  Entering the first base, we noted that 
far outnumbering the parked tanks, were giant bulldozers. 
We did not have long to wonder why!

Equipment mostly associated with construction, these 
were used to counter destruction “as we dig up the earth in 
search of terror tunnels,” explained a young soldier. A new 
oleh from the UK, he related a recent incident when they 
were out nearby on patrol. “We were walking along single 
file in the fields, when we passed a plastic pipe protruding 
from the ground. There was nothing unusual about this, 
as the area is scattered with remnant farming equipment.” 
That was until one soldier keeping up the rear “looked back 
and noticed a sudden twitch of the pipe.” Doubling back, 
they discovered it was an oxygen tube for the terrorists 
deep below who were digging a tunnel, and “we radioed 
in for the bulldozers.”

By David E. Kaplan
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Participant tries on a bullet proof pack. Wonder Women. Combat girls with 
participant Rocky Muravitz at army base.

Dave Kopping, granddaughter Monique and 
soldier officially  opening a clubhouse at an 
army  base near Gaza.

Isaac Melcer (z”l) killed during the 
Yom Kippur war of 1973.   

Greer-Rose Sandler (z”l)

Relieved by their discovery, “we also knew from our 
intelligence there were fourteen more tunnels to locate.” 
The problem is, “the terrorists need to be on the job for us 
to detect subterranean movement.”

Such is the day in the life of a soldier protecting Israel’s 
southern communities – a game of cat and mouse.

Tough Times

The name of the 2014 war, ‘Protective Edge’ had a 
resonance about it as ‘protection’ is what this conflict is 
about. On a personal level this was brought home when a 
soldier asked, “Anyone want to try on our bullet proof gear?” 

Some did and were surprised by the weight and left 
wondering how soldiers patrolled for hours wearing it in 
the blazing heat. There was sadness as we were reminded 
“that one of our comrades, Staff Sgt. Aviv Levi, was killed 
last week, by sniper fire.” He had been wearing the very 
same bulletproof jacket! The answer to the predictable 
question of how the bullet lethally penetrated - “special 
bullets made in Iran” - was met by a collective sigh.

Moving on to the second base we saw from the bus more 
fields black from fire – a patchwork of this new type of 

warfare of kites and balloons, which much of the world 
media presents as ‘child’s play’. Passengers clicked  away 
with their cameras in disbelief. 

Arriving, we were met by a group of young soldiers, many 
of them women who revealed how proud they were to 
be serving in a combat unit. Their peers elsewhere in the 
Jewish world would be at universities…. here they were 
immersed in the “university” of life – protecting “our family 
– Israel.”

Seated for lunch, a young soldier addressed our group: 
“These are tough times for the civilian population and 
for the soldiers. It is a tough war, but we are trained, we 
are equipped and we are inspired -   not only do we know 
WHAT we are doing but WHY we are doing it.” 

Yes, these are ‘tough times’, but so are these ‘kids’ - tough 
and proud - proud in their country, proud of their units, 
proud of their service and proud of each others’ capabilities. 
The camaraderie was palpable. There was much food for 
thought to ‘digest’ beyond the lunch! 

To ease the daily challenges of our boys and girls in uniform, 
the role of Dave and Rae Kopping in donating clubhouses 
is exemplary and inspirational. 

Lauren Ron and her daughter Monique in a clubhouse donated by the 
Kopping family for soldiers to unwind after a hard day in the field.
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As Telfed celebrates its 70th anniversary the leadership felt it 
was befitting to create an online archive to help preserve and 
enable easy access to the proud story of the organisation, 
Southern African Aliyah and the contributions to building the 
State of Israel,  which is also in its 70th year of independence.

The website www.telfedhistory.com was born and has 
grown in leaps and bounds in the last year to include many 
digitized records both of Telfed’s history and that of the 
Southern African community in Israel.

 “We originally thought the bulk of the story would be recorded 
in video interviews”, said editor and website creator Dave 
Bloom, “but the amount and diversity of material has been 
astounding.”

Indeed many hours of video interviews with current and former 
Telfed staff and volunteers were filmed and edited and can be 
watched online.  Who remembers the colourful character of 
Amnon Becker who joined Telfed in 1958 and used to meet 
all the new arrivals of both olim and visitors to Israel?  Other 
key interviews were recorded, including former Director Sid 
Shapiro, former Chairmen Hertzel Katz, Leon Charney, Dave 
Kaplan and Nick Alhadeff (z”l). In addition, we have interviews 
with former staff members like Beulah Goodman, Narda 
Korakin, Sharon Bernstein, Shula Rubinow, Cheree Hadani 
and many more.

Several books have been digitized and can be read online via 
the website,  including the “70 Years of Southern African Aliyah”,  
the “MACHAL 800” and personal stories like that of Zmira 

70 years of Stories
Schwabsky (93) who published a series of letters written to her 
father in Israel between 1947-1950.

Another important dimension to the archive is the digital 
version of every Telfed Magazine that has been published 
since 1975.  These publications tell the many stories of olim, 
Telfed events and projects, Telfed staff and volunteers and are 
an important record in their own right of the story of Southern 
African Aliyah and achievements. 

The archive includes a unique collection of audio interviews 
which were organised and mainly prepared by Dr Rose Lerer 
Cohen over a number of years covering more than 40 key 
personalities from the Southern African community in Israel 
including Harry Hurwitz (z”l), Itz Kalmanowitz, Solly Sacks 
and many more.

Another impressive feature of the archive is a Memoriam section 
which has a written profile of all the 87 Southern Africans who 
have fallen in the line of duty since the 1940s. 

“There is a huge amount of material so we introduced a custom 
Google Search on each page,” said Bloom. “All you need to do is 
type the keyword and Google will search on the Telfed History 
website for any relevant references,” he added.

Please visit the website and write to info@telfed.org.il  if you have 
material to contribute so that this archive remains a living and 
breathing record of Southern African Aliyah and contribution to 
the State of Israel - especially in its 70th year.

Also visit the Telfed History Facebook group at   www.facebook.com/groups/Telfed70
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New Arrivals

Johannesburg
Abadi, Dalya
Abratt, Justin and Maxine
Alexander, Anthony and Estelle
Berman, Gavriel
Brom, Liora, Elad Maimon
Cohen, Auriette, Leron Baron
Cohen, Batya
Dodo, Adam, Nadine, Brendan, Lance
Freeman, Ronen
Gluckmann, Shoshana
Hartuv, Adi
Hazan, Joshua
Herbert, Gabriel
Heyman, Richard and Carla
Horwitz, Steven, Simone, Adina, 
Yishai, Elisheva
Jayes, Lance
Jayes, Tanya, Cayla and Dalya
Kacev, Leora
Kadish, Errol and Shirley
Kalmonowitz, Jaron, Keren, Tiferet, Temima and
Shmaya
Kark, Yaron
Kazarnovsky, Dovid
Kazarnovsky, Shaina
Klugman, Mark
Lachman, Gavin
Leor-Lever, Saul, Einav, Orit, Dvir, Nitai, Ayala

London
Gaziel, Daniel and Rachel

Cape Town 
Blumenthal, Leah
Cane, Martin and Melanie
Gal, Talia, Liav, Rakia
Golding, Sarah
Moritz, Melissa

Myers, Joanne, Jarred, 
Hadar, Ora,Gabriella,Sarah 

Ross, Aryeh
Shaskolsky, Gavin,
Justine and Ruby

Steele, Leigh

Lewin, Daniel
Mankowitz, Ariella
Markovitz, Avraham
Mendel, Shannon
Mendelowitz, Jacob
Musikanth, Kevin
Musnitzky, Jessica
Nicholls, Zachari
Ovad, Yonatan
Picker, Jordan
Pitluk, Talia
Rogoff, Gary, Tanya, Sahara, Dror, Mesilla, Lavia
Saksenburg, Darren
Schleider, Ayala
Shapiro, Adam, Talia, Gavriel, Yonatan, Miya
Shapiro, Daniel
Solomon, Nikki
Speigel, Taube
Suckerman, Fiona
Sweiden, Michael, Rosanne, Leah, Noa and Aaron
Tannenbaum, Jennifer
Treisman, Darren, Lianne, Ariella, Eliana, Ilan, Dov
Tuch, Yakov, Rivka, Jonathan, Shimon, Ashira,
Sarah
Van de Venter, Netanya
Venter, Gary, Michelle, Nathan and Yishai
Wacks, Leanne
Wacks, Minnie
Wolfson, Heather and Siera
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Donors   Honourees
Allan & Carol Feinblum                                    Max Kahn - 90th Birthday
Basil & Zena Berelowitz   Rael Abel - 80th Birthday
Ben & Jill Friedman   Eric Samson - 80th Birthday
Beryl & Joel Klotnick   Max Kahn - 90th Birthday
Bryan & Ruth Slater   Ben & Carol Novis - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Eileen & Mel Cohen   Shana Tova Greetings to Friends & Family
Elana & Sam Sher   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
Ettie Stein   Max Kahn - 90th Birthday
Fay Katz   Esther Broide - 90th Birthday
Fonda Dubb   In appreciation of the Raanana Police
Freda & Gerald Wolman   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
Freda & Gerald Wolman   Mike Solomon - 80th Birthday
Freda Essakow   In thanks and appreciation to Telfed
Geoff & Pam Boner   Fay & Mike Morris - 55th Wedding Anniversary 
Glen & Lucille Eilon                                                                              Ben Milner – Bar Mitzvah
Victor & Helen Hirsch   Harry Epstein - 80th Birthday
Hillel & Keren Gluch   Roi Moshe Shaffer - Refuah Shlema
Hilton & Petra Datnow   In honour of Roni & Arnie Witkin
Howard & Orna Shulman   Howard & Orna Shulman - Wedding Anniversary 
Hymie & Kaikie Josman   Ronnie Elkaim - 85th Birthday
Jack & Janice Friedberg   Rael Abel - 80th Birthday
Jack & Ruth Trappler   Ronnie Elkaim - 85th Birthday
Kay Golding   Cynthia Maresky - 80th Birthday
Leah Newstead   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
Leon & Ann Moss   Chana & Les Prosser - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Lorna Arenson   Ronnie Elkaim - 85th Birthday
Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
Marabelle Swerdlow   Honouring Leon Lewis
Mark & Lorraine Bernstein   Max Kahn - 90th Birthday
Mayera Glassman   Myrna Goldfine - Special Birthday
Mayera Glassman   Anton & June Felton - Good Luck with the move
Michele & Sid Shapiro   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
Myra Levin & Sydney Joffe   Neville Levin - 80th Birthday
Neil & Barbara Schwartz   Liron & Elul Rifman - Birth of Eytan Rifman
Neil & Barbara Schwartz   Brian & Linda Garb - Golden Wedding Anniversary
Perry Lootsteen   Honouring Zelda Lootsteen
Phillip & Estelle Chasen   Shana Tova to Lois & Adi Eyal
Phillip & Estelle Chasen   Shana Tova to Sharon Kaufmann
Reuben & Ros Mowszowski   Shana Tova to Brian & Phyllis Mehl
Reuben Mowszowski   Skye Isaacson - Thank you
Reva Rudolph   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
Rhona Sheer   Shana Tova Greetings to Friends
Riwa & Ron Lapid   Shana Tova to Vivien & Arthur Wolman
Riwa & Ron Lapid   Shana Tova to Karin Hesselberg
Riwa & Ron Lapid   Shana Tova to Rachel & Arnold Shub
Riwa & Ron Lapid   Shana Tova to Ruth & Bryan Slater
Riwa & Ron Lapid   Shana Tova to Louise & Arthur Lipschitz
Rob & Gill Hyde   Max Kahn - 90th Birthday
Ronnie & Elana Myerson   Sandra Braude - 80th Birthday

 Keren Telfed

KEREN TELFED FUND
(general assistance 
to the community as needed)

HONORARY DONATIONS

Happy 80th
Birthday

to Rael Abel 
Basil & Zena 

Berelowitz, Jack & 
Janice Friedberg, 

Alan & Marilyn 
Silbert.

Happy 80th 
Birthday

to Eric Samson
Ben and Jill 

Friedman, Renee 
Rakin and Family

Max Kahn 
90th Birthday 
Allan & Carol 

Feinblum, Beryl 
& Joel Klotnick, 

Ettie Stein, Mark & 
Lorraine Bernstein, 

Rob & Gill Hyde, 
Steve & Ethyne 

Handler, Rhona & 
Larry Shein, Hertzel 

& Lola Katz 
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Please remember Keren Telfed when you are celebrating happy occasions, when you are invited to enjoy meals with friends, 
or to pay tribute to the memories of loved ones.  Donations are used to assist Southern Africans in Israel during times of 
individual or family need and are tax-deductible. All donations are acknowledged in the magazine as soon as possible after 
receipt thereof.  Please contact the office to make your donation: 09-7907819 or donations@telfed.org.il

Donors   Honourees
Rosalie Benson   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
Rufus & Natalie Moss-Rendell   Mark Bernstein - 90th Birthday
Ruth & Jonathan Oestreicher   Elizabeth & Steven Rubin - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Ruth & Yosi Mor and Family   Shana Tova to Esther Katz
Sandra Brown   Sir Sydney & Lady Rosa Lipworth - 60th Wedding Anniversary
Selma & Lennie Cartoon   Sybil Shapiro - Special Birthday
Sharon & Dorian Hatchuel   Lynette Sacks - 60th Birthday 
Sharon Bernstein   Honouring Felicia Levin
Shira Lipschitz   In appreciation of Berry Schwartz
Sol & Cherille Cohen   Meira Evron - 70th Birthday
Steve & Ethyne Handler   Max Kahn - 90th Birthday
  In appreciation of Rav Nissim Mordechai Makor, 
                                                                                                                   Marc Dver & Peri Silbiger Swersky

Tanya, Nicky & Michael   Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday
The children, grandchildren                                                            
and great-grandchildren   
Thelma & Steve Levy   Jeff Broide - 70th Birthday
Vivien & Arthur Wolman   Joel & Beryl Klotnick - 50th Wedding Anniversary

LONE SOLDIERS FUND
(to assist Southern African & Australian lone soldiers)
Fay Berghaus   Dean Berghaus - Birthday
Gillian Rosenberg   In loving memory of Morris Rosenberg
Leah & Jack Spivack   Debbie Nabozny - 60th Birthday
Frankie & Michael Jaffe   Joanne Israel - Birthday
Frankie & Michael Jaffe   Gideon Israel - Birthday
Pamela & Justin Silver   Shana Tova to Tony & Laurence Segal
Vicky Scher                                                                                             In loving memory of Nokkie Scher  

Sandra Brown - 
Honouring
Sir Sydney & Lady Rosa 
Lipworth
on their 60th Wedding 
Anniversary

Vivien & Arthur Wolman,
Peter & Jeanne Bailey
honouring 
Joel & Beryl Klotnick 
on their 50th Wedding
Anniversary

Steve and Ethyne Handler 
Holiday greetings to friends

Rhona Sheer
Holiday greetings to friends

Ron and Riwa Lapid
 Shana Tova to Arthur & Vivien 

Wolman, Karin Hesselberg, Arthur 
& Louise Lipschitz, Bryan & Ruth 

Slater, Arnie & Rachel Shub.

Frankie Myers - 90th Birthday}
HELPING HAND
(for the elderly, families at risk, single parents & families with special needs)    
Beatrice Perling    Jody Perling - 62nd Birthday
Hazel & Herbie Gaito, Tchiya & Jack Harris,
Linky & Martin Furman, Sarah & Dave Paiken,
Tamar & Ilana Meir, Miriam Shiloni, 
Fay & Barney Wittert 
Hilary & David Herzberger   Uri Milunsky - 95th Birthday
Ralph & Hazel Dobrin   In appreciation - Michael Calvo
Reuven & Doreen Karni   Lauren Klevansky - Refua Shlema                                                              
Sherna, Jonathan, Linda, Darren, Simone, Leanne
Natan & all the children        Elaine Smith - 80th Birthday

Suzanne & Anthony Suckerman 

Meyer Planer - Special Birthday

Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday:
Sid & Michele Shapiro, Elana & Sam Sher, 
Freda & Gerald Wolman, Leah Newstead, 
Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson, Reva Rudolph, 
Rosalie Benson, Vivien & Arthur Wolman, 
Tanya, Nicky & Michael.
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Adah Montlake  In loving memory of Alan Montlake
Annette Gordon  In loving memory of Lionel Gordon 
Beatrice Perling  In loving memory of Wendy & Havis Perling
Bebe Feldman  In loving memory of Victor Feldman
Bernard & Marion Werner  In loving memory of Lionel & Dorris Marks
Carol & Frank Haymann  In loving memory of Solomon & Lily Rappaport
Cecile Rechtman  In loving memory of Joyce & George Amoils
Danilowitz Siblings  In loving memory of their parents, Bella and Baar
Dave & Rae Kopping  In loving memory of Isaac & Hannah Bloch 
David Shawinsky  In loving memory of Gerald Shawinsky & Jack Gochin
Dorron & Cindy Kline  In loving memory of Geoff Kline
Frank & Carol Haymann  In loving memory of Fred & Ruth Haymann
Frank & Margaret Fabian  In loving memory of Talyah Fabian
Gila & Solly Elstein  In loving memory of Pnina Rosin
Gillian Rosenberg  In loving memory of Sidney & Leonie Sussman 
Gillian Rosenberg  In loving memory of Morris Rosenberg
Harold & Edie Kaufman  In loving memory of Ilan Kaufman
Harold Jankelowitz   In loving memory of Merle Jankelowitz 
Helen Boruchowitz  In loving memory of Bennie Boruchowitz
Helen Boruchowitz  In loving memory of Henry & Blume Broide
Hillel & Keren Gluch  In loving memory of David Swaine
Ilana Dreyer  In loving memory of David Schmidt 
Ilana Dreyer  In loving memory of Morris & Eva Shub
Ilana Dreyer  In loving memory of Isadore & Anya Schmidt
Jenny Rubin  In loving memory of beloved mum, Muriel Chesler 
Joseph & Myra Evron  In loving memory of Abe & Mary Friedlander
Julia & Meir Hadar  In loving memory of Susan Salomon
Lynn Lipschitz  In loving memory of Hazel Cohen
Mannie & Anita Hosiosky  In loving memory of our parents
Marie & Hilton Tapnack  In loving memory of Solomon Milner
Marion & Arieh Polusky-Nakash  In loving memory of Becky Adler
Marion, Ruth & Lynette   In loving memory of Sally & Barney Polusky
Rabbi Barry & Naomi Sidelsky  In loving memory of Lazer & Goldie Sidelsky
Rabbi Barry & Naomi Sidelsky  In loving memory of Sammy & Minnie Rubin
Refael Shvil (Swil)  In loving memory of Rochelle Swil
Rita Rubin and Family  In loving memory of Norman Rubin
Rose Lurie  In loving memory of Melanie Aronowich 
Roslyn & Harold Silver  In loving memory of Ann & David Silver and Jack & Daphne Freedman
Ruth Horner-Mibashan  In loving memory of Reuben Sougin Mibashan
Sadie Symon  In loving memory of Michael Symon
Selwyn & Ora Soffer  In loving memory of Mendi Soffer
Sender & Zelda Lees  In loving memory of Abe Lees
Shabtai & Yocheved Grolman  In loving memory of Rivka & Avraham Zable
Shabtai & Yocheved Grolman  In loving memory of Mashe & Avraham Grolman
Sharon Betser  In loving memory of Mike Kaplan
Tchiya & Jack Harris  In loving memory of Bat-Ami & Reuben Joffe
The Feldman children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren  In loving memory of Ida (Cooksie) Feldman 
The Griller & the Sharon Families   In loving memory of Lewis Griller & Malcom Harris
Vernon & Melanie Katz and Family  In loving memory of Naty Schwartz & Beines Katz
Vicky Scher                                                                                             In loving memory of Nokkie Scher
Ziona Agulnik  In loving memory of Eli Agulnik

IN MEMORIAM

Selwyn and Ora Soffer 
In loving memory of 

Mendi Soffer

Bernard (Dov) and 
Marion Werner - In 
loving memory of 

Lionel & Dorris Marks

Adah Montlake 
 In loving memory 
of Alan Montlake

Frank and Margaret 
Fabian 

In loving memory of 
Talyah Fabian
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SUSAN SHARON LONE SOLDIER PROJECT
(to assist lone soldiers upon completion of their army service, as they settle in to civilian life in Israel)    

Carron Sher  Julian Peerutin - 60th Birthday
Carron Sher & Family  Irene Nurick - 70th Birthday
Peter & Jeanne Bailey  Joel & Beryl Klotnick - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Rebecca Marock  Meyer Planer - Special Birthday
The Griller & the Sharon Families   In loving memory of Lewis Griller & Malcom Harris
           
CARING FOR THE ELDERLY     
Alan & Marilyn Silbert  Rael Abel - 80th Birthday
Gila & Solly Elstein  In loving memory of Pnina Rosin
Hilary & David Herzberger  Uri Milunsky - 95th Birthday
Hilton & Marie Tapnack  In appreciation of Lynn Kacev
Hilton & Marie Tapnack  In loving memory of Solomon Milner
Jacqueline Kloss  Myra Evron - 70th Birthday
Joseph & Myra Evron  In loving memory of Abe & Mary Friedlander
Marion & Arieh Polusky-Nakash  In loving memory of Becky Adler
Marion, Ruth & Lynette   In loving memory of Sally & Barney Polusky
 Honouring the birth of two grandsons 
                                                                                                                    and sister's granddaughter

*ARCHIE & BLANCHE ISAACSON MEMORIAL FUND   
Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson  Honouring Jonathan Beare           
*SCHOLARSHIPS   
Gillian Rosenberg  In loving memory of Sidney & Leonie Sussman 
Jackie & Janice Friedberg  Edna Freinkel - Happy Birthday              
*MARILYN CHAZAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND   
Alon Chazan  In loving memory of Marilyn Chazan   
*MAURICE OSTROFF MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND    
Joe Woolf  Hymie Goldblatt - 95th Birthday

Ilana Dreyer - In loving memory
of David Schmidt, Morris & Eva 

Shub and Isadore & Anya Schmidt
Hilton and Petra Datnow

In honour of Arnie & Roni Witkin

Hillel and Keren Gluch
Wishing Roi Moshe Shaffer 

Refuah Shlema

Rhona & Larry Shein  Max Kahn - 90th Birthday

Naomi & Moshe Roffman 

*MAYER PINCUS BAREL FUND   
Jenny Rubin  In loving memory of beloved mum, Muriel Chesler   
*SAM LEVIN BURSARY FUND    
Anonymous  
*SURF FUND (Special Urgent Relief Fund)    
Hertzel & Lola Katz  Max Kahn - 90th Birthday
Jackie & Davina Shmueli  With thanks to our good friends
Vivien & Arthur Wolman  Fonda Dubb - 80th Birthday         

*WOOLF RAKIN MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND  (supported by Rakin family & friends) 

Renee Rakin   Honouring friends and family   
*DENTAL EMERGENCY FUND      
*TECI (Telfed Ethiopian Community Initiative)

*ISAAC OCHBERG MEMORIAL FUND
*KEREN ALIZA  
*BURSARY FUND FOR SOLDIERS
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Sport

A Game Changer
Former Southern Africans integrating Arab
and Jewish youngsters through sport

Speak to any squash player and they can rattle off an 
endless list of attributes about the sport, but for one 
11-year-old Arab girl, Samar Haskaua, it was more than 
about “fitness, flexibility and focus.” A pupil at Alzahraa 
School in the Arab town of Tira near Kfar Saba, Samar 
highlights the value of the programme “of promoting and 
facilitating coexistence.”
How else she notes “would I have got to meet and play with 
Jewish kids my own age?”

Articulating her thoughts so profoundly for someone so 
young, no wonder, reveal her parents, “she aspires to be a 
journalist.”

Samar is participating in a project started five years ago 
“by five long-time Southern African olim, together with 
an English gentleman and two Israeli younger generation 
squash players and coaches, one of whom was born in 
South Africa,” says Nicky Capelouto, who is Chairman and a 
Cofounder of SquashBond with Hillel Bloomberg, Nitzan 
Moree and Yariv Bloomberg. The other Southern African 
active Board members are Barry Omsky, Trevor Segal 
and Bobby Kantor. “We are all squash fanatics striving to 
bridge the divide of our communities by bringing together 
Jewish and Arab children through sport in general and 
squash in particular,” asserts Nicky. 

Ball in our Court
The underlying philosophy of SquashBond is that children 
have the potential to change attitudes “and demand of 
their parents a better future in our volatile region,” says 
Nicky. 
Samar was among forty Arab kids between the ages of 10 
and 13 in the pilot 2014 programme learning to play squash 
two days a week. Being exposed to Jewish youngsters their 
own age, “we discovered,” said Samar, “their likes and dislikes, 
what music and food they enjoyed, and even picked up some 
Hebrew slang,” she revealed smiling. Most of all “thanks to 
squash, we made friends that we would never otherwise have 
made.”
Over and above the squash, there are other group 
activities, including improving English and language skills 
through a programme of spoken English and a leadership 
course run with Haifa University which provides, together 
with the intense squash training, “life and leadership skills, 

New Horizons. CEO of SquashBond, Nicky Capelouto (right) seen here 
with Mawa Ballo from the New York Squash and Education Alliance and 
SquashBond Program Director, Nitzan Moree (left).

Top Of Their Game. The four top girls in the SquashBond programme are (l-r) Danielle Benstock who initiated a collection of equipment and clothes 
amongst her friends in Philadelphia and brought over 100 items with her to the Maccabi games and donated it to Squashbond, Lia Shay from 
Ra’anana; Leen Fadila and Shahd Bshara,  both wearing the Maccabi shirts and the first ever Arab Muslims to represent Israel at the Maccabi Games.

By David E. Kaplan
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mutual understanding and respect for peers from different 
religious and socio-economic backgrounds.”
The aim is to create a new generation of Israeli citizens - 
Arabs and Jews - who “will rise above cultural, ethnic and 
religious boundaries to emerge tomorrow’s leaders while 
sharing the love for squash.”
The results are already evident BEYOND the squash court!
“We see how our older participants are volunteering in 
the service of their communities and enriching our society 
but more important, feeling enriched in themselves,” 
says Hillel Bloomberg, whose name is synonymous with 
squash in Israel.

Eye on the Ball
With SquashBond expanding the number of participating 
children to over 100, “We are holding smaller group sessions 
to encourage more dialogue and bonding,” says Nicky. 
“We have established a special committee comprising the 
parents to drive this project forward by bringing families 
of diverse backgrounds closer together and improving 
the skill level of ALL our children to take part in the Israeli 
national  squash tournaments.”
SquashBoard is welcoming the day, says Nicky, “when 
we have an Arab boy or girl amongst the ranks of Israel’s 
top junior squash players in European junior squash 
tournaments.”

Crystal Ball
The vision of SquashBond is to reset a path to the future 
through our children. What began in Ra’anana does not 
end in Ra’anana and the aim from inception was to adopt 
similar programmes in cities throughout Israel, “like we 
have achieved in Haifa.”
Now into its fifth year and recognised since 2017 as a 
national organisation, SquashBond has been accepted 
as a full member of the USA based SEA (Squash and 
Education Alliance) - the largest urban squash organization 
in the world. 
The dividends were quickly apparent. At the 29th Maccabiah 
in 2017, two Muslim girls from Tira, Shahd Bshara and 

Leen Fadila, made history by representing Israel in the 
Girls Junior tournament and both have won medals at the 
Israel Open Junior Squash Championships.  Said Shahd 
when winning the Junior Girls gold medal at the Israel 
open, “SquashBond is my second family and I have come 
to realise that my first impressions about Jewish kids were all 
wrong. SquashBond has changed my life.”
The impact has been no less on the Jewish participants. 
For Guy Manzur from Ra’anana, “I learned that Arab kids 
are like me who find fun in the same things,” while Danya 
Khaskia from Haifa is happy to have “made Arab friends 
and learned about their hobbies and dreams.”
While too many today speak politically of ‘walls’ dividing 
people, squash is a social sport where ‘walls’ - pounded by 
balls - achieve the preferred opposite. 

SquashBond is looking for volunteer professional English 
teachers as well as anyone who feels that they could 
contribute. 
For information visit www.squashbond.org and 
www.facebook.com/SquashbondGoals

In Good Hands. Arab and Jewish youngsters  learning about squash 
and life together in the SquashBond programme.

From Squash To Potatoes. Beyond the sport, youngsters from the 
Arab town of Tira join with their fellow SquashBond  friends from 
Ra’anana in volunteering at LEKET to provide food for the needy.
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Letters

Hidden History
Dear Editor
In your interview with the Minister of Tourism MK Yariv 
Levin (Telfed 44 no.2), I was reminded of when he 
addressed our Hod Hasharon branch of the Likud. Standing 
outside after the talk, one of our members struggled to 
ask him a question in Hebrew to which he responded, 
“Speak in English.” Hearing the accent, he then said, “We 
have something in common” revealing his South African 
roots. On hearing that his great-grandparents Michael and 
Katie Kaplan hailed from Kroonstad in the OFS, I realized 
we were related - my father and his grandmother being 
cousins.

I also felt a strong connection to the article about Doron 
Medalie who composed Israel’s winning entry in the 2018 
Eurovision. During the mid-1940s in Randfontein, my late 
father, the first Jewish doctor in the town, was looking for 
someone to join his practice and a newly qualified doctor 
made such a good impression that he took him on. His 
name was Dr. Jack Medalie, the grandfather of Doron.

After about a year, he came to my Dad and said 
apologetically that he was leaving the practice and when 
my Dad asked why, he said that he had applied and been 
accepted to go to Palestine and prepare for the new Jewish 
state.

Without hesitation, my Dad wished him well and lamented 
that he was sorry that he could not go as well.

Later, in 1949 my Dad applied for a position in Israel and 
was accepted for the post of Chief Medical Officer of 
Haifa and the North and our family would live on Moshav 
Habonim. However, two months prior to our embarking on 
a ship in Durban, he received a letter from the Ministry of 
Health in Jerusalem, stating that, since there was no school 
in the area for his eldest son - ME - the deal was off.

In 1975, after retiring in SA, he came on a pilot trip to Israel 
to find work for himself and housing for the family. He had 
been given the name of MK Mathilda Gez, of the Labour 
Party and I went with him to meet her at the Knesset.

After telling her his story of 1949, she said that she wanted 
to find his old file and would come and see us in Tel Aviv 
the following day.

When she arrived, she walked into the room and her first 
words were; “Dr. Bloomberg, on behalf of the Knesset of 
Israel. the Ministry of Health, the Labour Party and on behalf 
of myself, I beg your forgiveness”.

My Dad was flabbergasted and asked what she was talking 
about.

She then revealed that the explanation given in 1949 for 
cancelling his appointment was false and that the real 
reason was that someone has spilled the beans that my 
Dad had been the Chairman of the Revisionist Party in 
South Africa! In the 1930’s and 40’s, he had also been a 

War of Independence.Machalnikim of the 72nd Battalion including many 
Southern Africans opposite  the Syrian lines at Mishmar Hayarden in 1948.

Band of Brothers. Reliving history, Southern African Machalnikim gather 
at Kfar Saba police station in 2012 having borrowed the rifles. The entire 
police force came out to observe the photoshoot and enjoy a history 
lesson. Back row:  Joe Leibowitz (SA),  Maurice Ostroff (SA), David “Migdal” 
Teperson (SA), Moshe Amiram (Argentina) Middle row:  Monty Bixer (UK), 
Stanley Sober (USA),   Avi Grant (UK),  Hymie Josman  (SA) Front row:  
Smoky Simon (SA),  Stanley Medicks (UK), Hymie Goldblatt (SA)
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@In.the.Mail
member of both the SA Zionist Youth Council and the SA 
Zionist Federation executives.

Mathilda went on to help him become the Chief Medical 
Officer of the Zamenhof Clinic in Tel Aviv.

When I married in Tel Aviv in 1966, the only two families that 
I invited to the wedding, were Jack and June Medalie and 
their kids, that included the father of the 2018 Eurovision 
composer, and Noah - the brother of Leib Frank, former 
Director of Telfed.

The third article that warranted comment is the one of 
Smoky Simon.

Ask most Israelis who established the IDF and they will tell 
you - the Palmach, the Hagganah, Etzel and Lechi.

All very well but not true. These four groups were made 
up almost entirely of infantry and had no knowledge of Air 
Force, Navy and Tank Corps. It was the Machal volunteers 
who set up these branches of the IDF and thus saved the 
day.

Smoky, by the way, in addition to being a pilot, was also the 
first Operations Officer of the Israel Air Force.

Then in 1956, prior to the Sinai Campaign, the SAZF 
decided to reinstate Machal and for the next nine years, 
some 2000-3000 young South Africans joined Machal and 
served in the Nachal Brigade of the IDF.

Today, an average of 250 youngsters serve in Machal each 
year.

In 2012, we organised a photoshoot of original Machalnikim 
at the Kfar Saba police station that would replicate the 
image of a photo taken in 1948 with the rifles positioned 
as a Magen David.

The whole Kfar Saba Police force turned out to watch the 
photoshoot. It was a good instruction for the local police 

but then a rug-
g e d  m i n i n g 
camp. Referred 
as the “cradle of 
Johannesburg”, 
it was where the 

started, where 
-

gers settled and 
to  where  the 
Yiddisher crowd 
from Kimberley 
arrived, seeking 
- quite literal-
ly - the ‘Golden 
Madinah’.

Now the plot 
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who might not have known who truly saved the country 
that they today so proudly serve!

Tzemach Bloomberg, Kochav Yair

Dear Editor
The latest Telfed Magazine was absolutely the best!

The article on the Kaplan Kroonstad family was fantastic. 
I don’t know where all the information came from and it 
really brought back the past as I was part of this wonderful 
family.

There were a few errors, notably confusing the names 
of ‘Julius’, my brother-in-law who I knew since the age 
of 10 when he started dating my sister and ‘Maurice’ my 
architectural partner, who I knew since Grade 2.

While they shared the same Kaplan surname there was no 
family connection.

Julius came to Israel in 1949 and was the first private 
consulting electrical engineer in Israel until his last day 
aged 93. With my partner Maurice, we met with him often 
professionally as we designed projects together. 

The ultimate coincidence was that they both died on the 
same day, and Menorah and I rushed from cemetery to 
cemetery, and I was too late to pay tribute to my partner 
at the graveside. By the way, he was very artistic both in 
architecture and painting.

Leon Charney, Yehud
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Nuptials

Yoni, son of Ivan and Sharon Miller from Ra’anana married Lital, 
daughter of Ora and Igal (z”l) Cohen from Ramat Aviv.

Hadar, daughter of Gershon (Neville) and Efrat Schneider of 
Kochav Hashachar (ex DBN), granddaughter of Frank and Gloria 

(z”l) Schneider (ex DBN) and Chaim and Leah Lacob (ex JHB), 
married David, son of Yossef and Rachel Singer of Beitar Illit. 

Dani, son of Roy (Head of Telfed’s Jerusalem Regional 
Committee) and Terry Scher of Jerusalem (ex CT), married 
Hodaya, daughter of Moshe & Malka Michaeli of Netanya. 

Shiara Berriman, daughter of Daniella and Uchi 
Tannenwald of Modiin (ex JHB) and granddaughter 

of Max and Libby Strous of Ra’anana (ex JHB) married 
Reuven, son of Esther and Natan Aknin of Beit Shemesh.

Daniel Winer, son of Allan Winer and Shelly Zaidel of 
Johannesburg,  married Racheli Teshuva, daughter of David 

and Rimona Teshuva of Netanya. 

Brett, son of Michael and Lynn Sacks of Kfar Saba, 
married Hadas, daughter of Tzvia Naiger of Kfar Saba. 
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Melodious Memories
It may be a short story but “it goes back a long time - nearly 
40 years,” says Roy Scher, Telfed’s Jerusalem Regional 
Head. A full circle has now been completed for this 
former Capetonian who made Aliyah in 1979 soon after 
matriculating and bringing with him ‘something special’.
Having spent his youth enriched by shul life, the ’something 
special’ that Roy packed into his backpack was his own tape 
recording of a melodious 1979 wedding ceremony under a 
Chupah at the Gardens Synagogue, Cape Town.
Founded in 1841 and known as ‘The Mother Synagogue 
of South Africa’, the Gardens shul is particularly noted for 
its choir. For this reason, Roy, whose family were members 
of the Durbanville synagogue in Cape Town’s northern 
suburbs, selected the Gardens shul to carry out his 
‘something special’ recording. 
But here is the interesting thing…
“The recording was not the wedding of a couple I even 
knew.” It was the musical score that Roy knew well, and 
loved, and with permission from the Gardens Synagogue, 
he recorded the music of the ceremony sitting silently next 
to the choir room above the Chupah. The young couple 
being married had no knowledge of Roy or “what I was up 
to.”

The Sound of Music
While enjoying listening to the recording over the years 
that followed, “I always wondered about the couple. I did 
not even know their names.”

Twenty-five years later,’ detective’ Roy began to investigate. 
Through the Garden Shul archives, he learned that the 
names of the couple married in December 1979 were 
Lauraine (née Lasovsky of Rhodesia) and Haylen Lewin, 
and then through Herzlia School Alumni, he obtained the 
couple’s address.
Roy then wrote to them, wishing them a belated Mazel Tov 
enclosing the CD of their wedding ceremony. 
Lauraine and Haylen were emotionally bowled over.
“Firstly, they had no recording of their wedding ceremony 
and secondly, the CD arrived on the exact date of their 25th 
Silver Anniversary!”
As the saying goes, “The Lord works in mysterious ways”.

Close Encounter of the Third Kind
Having ‘met’ in the Gardens Shul in December 1979 and 
then communicating when he posted the CD, it was not 
until June 2018 that Roy personally met “this lovely couple.” 
Now with grown children that include an Israeli daughter 
-in-law, the ‘encounter’ with the Lewin family could not 
have taken place in a more befitting spiritual location - “the 
Western Wall in Jerusalem.”
While one saga ended at the Kotel another began – “the 
start of a beautiful friendship.”
For Telfed, it was a recording worth recording.
To hear Roy’s recording log onto:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnsX3hRQHRw

Cozing up at the Kotel. Roy Scher (right) finally meeting Haylen and 
Lauraine Lewin in June 2018 at the Western Wall in Jerusalem
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In TELFED’s 70th year, we look back in our historical annals, 
remembering the recipient of our very first Volunteer 
Award - Bella Danilowitz, formerly of Krugersdorp. 
The concept of collective responsibility was ingrained in 
those who had the privilege of growing up in the close-
knit Krugersdorp community. Bella and Baar were 
among the many active participants in the pulsating “dorp” 
community-oriented activities and pro-Israel sentiment. 
Although small in number, Jews were well represented and 
highly regarded in all spheres of life. With the Krugersdorp 
shul and Kadima Country Club at the centre of Jewish 

life, the youth were raised in a 
vibrant Habonim movement.

This pro-Israel sentiment 
is reiterated in the recently 
published ‘‘South Africa’s 800: 
The Story of South African 
Volunteers in Israel’s War of 
Birth’’ book detailing South 
Africa’s first machalniks. 
Cyril Gotsman documents that 
“in 1947 and 1948 the papers 
were full of… Jews wanting a 
national home. A number of 
us from Krugersdorp wrote 

to the Zionist Federation offering our services if the Jews 
in Palestine needed us.” And, indeed, many of these young 
Krugersdorpers arrived in Israel in 1948 to defend the 
newly created State.

Community organisations supporting Jews in South Africa 
and in Israel thrived in this little town. Bella was known 
for helping organise social gatherings and fundraising 
for Israeli causes and is fondly remembered for her 
involvement in the Women’s Zionist League’s annual town 
fete.
In a Facebook post, Leon Gork wrote that ‘the first sukkah 
(he) ever saw was at their home in Burger Street… I think 
that I build a sukkah every year to this day because of the 
good memory of the Danilowitz sukkah’. 
When Bella followed Ros, Jonny and David to Israel in 1972 
(13 years after Baar’s passing), she settled in Nahariya and 
continued to selflessly devote her attention to assisting 
others, whilst also encouraging her friends to do so. From 
knitting for underprivileged children to baking for soldiers 
on the border during the Yom Kippur War, her efforts were 
stoic and assiduous. Bella volunteered for a number of 
organisations, including the Nahariya hospital, Beit Ronit 
(a care home for children) and at a soldiers’ rehabilitation 

home. After receiving the inaugural Telfed Volunteer 
Award, conferred upon her by President Herzog, Bella 
said that she lived by her philosophy: ‘It’s no good just 
sitting around. Let’s get cracking!’ And that she did. 

Whether hailing from Jo’burg, Cape Town, Durban, Pretoria 
or Krugersdorp - or anywhere in between, what sets SA 
Jews apart is the deep-rooted desire to give back to the 
community, a concept so intrinsic to our communal identity 
that it is incorporated in Telfed’s mission (encouraging 
Southern Africans to strengthen Israeli society). With a 
small cadre of staff, our volunteers are, and have always 
been, a central pillar of Telfed.

Memories of Krugersdorp

To honour the memory of their late parents  Bella and Baar Danilowitz
And in recognition of the warm, nurturing Jewish Community In Krugersdorp, South Africa;

A donation to Telfed was made by their children Ros Minster, Benjy, Jonny and David Danilowitz

United Hebrew Institutions of Krugersdorp Council, 1949
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In Memoriam

Simon Nowikow (z”l)
Simon Nowikow, who passed away in September at 
the age of 95 was, during his tenure at Telfed, literally “a 
man on the move.”  For over ten years “Simon served as 
Telfed’s ‘Delivery Man’ driving to the bank, post office and 
stationary stores,” says Telfed CEO, Dorron Kline. Although 
well in his senior years, “he tirelessly took on the tasks of 
endless schlepping and collecting - whether small items 
or lugging heavy magazines.” Simon’s toughness was 
nurtured from his service in the Seventh Brigade during 
Israel’s War of Independence. 

A Machal volunteer from 
Boksburg, Simon was born 
in Poland where he said, “I 
suffered much as a youth 
at Polish hands.”  Highly 
motivated from these 
childhood experiences of 
anti-Semitism, he did not 
hesitate to volunteer to 

fight in 1948. “I saw Israel a land of succor for our people. It 
was clear to me that I should throw in what I could.” 
And he did as his name appears in countless operations, 
notably from Operation Hiram in October 1948 which 
aimed to break the siege on Israeli communities by troops 
of the Arab Liberation Army in the Upper Galilee, to where 
two months later, a camera caught him about to board a 
bus with ‘B Company’ bound for the Syrian front. 
Simon remained throughout his life, “a man on the move.” 
David.E.Kaplan

Simon Nivikow (extreme left)  
about to board a bus boand for 
the Syrian front in December 1948.

Simon Novikow standing outside the Telfed offices in Ra’anana.

Martin Lewak (z”l)
“Always straight, reliable, clear thinking and highly principled,” 
said Toby of her beloved Martin at his funeral in August. 
“We too instantly recognised these qualities” said former 
Telfed Director, Sidney Shapiro, recalling interviewing 
Martin together with two Honorary Officers in 1989 for 
the position of Telfed’s Financial Controller. Although there 
were three candidates, we quickly resolved - “Martin was 
our man.”
It was clear “here was a man with utmost integrity and 
vast experience in accounting and financial control who 
could administer the complicated fiscal systems of Telfed’s 
assets.” And so, this accountant, originally from Cape Town 

- although 
born in the 
UK - proved 
to be Telfed’s 
fi n a n c e 
“man” for 
nearly two 
d e c a d e s , 
c o v e r i n g 
“The Fed’s” 
move from 

Tel Aviv to its present location in Ra’anana. He steered 
the financial ship over some tempestuous times always 
keeping Telfed on course. 
“He always stuck to his guns,” quipped Sidney, which might 
reveal why he remained a loyal supporter throughout his 
life of “The Gunners” – the nickname for the famed English 
football club - Arsenal.
Although ailing in recent years, further tributes testified 
to Martin not planning on “going quite yet.” Toby spoke of 
upcoming travel, one daughter “of having Rosh HaShana at 
Dad,” and another daughter of a long philosophical journey 
by a Japanese author translated into English “that Dad was 
totally engrossed in.” Most poignant and touching she 
tearfully added, “I will finish the book for you Dad, and we 
will discuss it afterwards – our conversations will continue.” 
Also continuing is the sound legacy of financial integrity 
and professionalism Martin bequeathed to Telfed. “He 
helped lay the basis for administrative procedures which 

Although over 100 trust funds are administered by 
Telfed, Martin would customarily attend all trustee 
meetings such as  at this Lewis Family Trust gathering 
in Tel Aviv (l-r): Martin, members of the Lewis family, 
Zea, Michael, Wendy and Stanley  (z”l) and trustee and 
former Telfed Director, Sam Levin (z”l).

Elaine Sackson (Ra’anana)
Anne Biderman (Jerusalem)
Benny (Jeff) Milstein (Ra’anana) 
Errol Ballen (Jerusalem)
Simon Nowikow (Ra’anana)
Martin Lewak (Ramat Hasharon)

are still in existence today at Telfed,” adds Sidney.
It is thanks to people like Martin that Telfed embraces the 
future with passion and confidence.

Archie Kahn (Karmiel)
Cynthia Kahn (Ra’anana)
Ralph Hadani (Netanya)
Michael Kaplan (Rehovot)
Sam Goldblatt (Cape Town)
Judi Licht (Herzliya)

Telfed Chairman Batya Shmukler, members of the Directorate, Executive Council and all Staff express heartfelt 
condolences to families whose loved ones have passed away in recent months.

David Marcus (Herzliya)
Mandi Friedman (Kiryat Shmona)
Zipora Kotzen (Moledet)
Theodore Yach (Cape Town)
Boaz Menashe (Herzliya)
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Winter running
It is no secret that winter is the season of ‘sufganiot’ (doughnuts) and 
latkes. Thankfully,  it is also running season in Israel. 
With numerous races throughout Israel over the coming months, we 
asked our community to share their favourite half and full marathons in 
Israel with us. The answer was unanimous: Jerusalem!

“The Jerusalem Marathon is my choice. There’s great 
atmosphere, music, colorful people from all over the 

country and the world… The course takes you through all 
the major sites in Jerusalem. To see the sunrise above the 

old city during the race is an inspiring experience.  In short, 
really great race, even by international terms.” Itzik Daniel – 

married to ex South African Georgia Daniel (nee Klein).

“My favourite marathon on the running
calendar is by far the Jerusalem marathon! 

As a tour guide whose passion lies in uncovering
and revealing the many facets of this unique city, 

there can simply be no event to compare! It’s an awesome 
privilege to run in the footsteps of history through a city 

that has been and continues to be focal point of faith, hope 
and yearning for a world united in love! It’s a marathon 

that grips your entire being, challenging your mind, body 
and soul, a course of hills and valleys, streets and alleys, 
tragedies and triumphs, destruction and resettling and 

ultimately a run that needs running!” 
Shmuel Shantall

The top four misconceptions and how to go about adjusting them:
Only crazy fit people can run 5km
 As a beginner, sign up to a 5km run. Start by planning a flat 3km route, 
put on some music and don’t stop 
until you finish it. You’d be surprised how easily you can manage. You 
can build it to 5km within 4 weeks of starting.
 Running makes my legs strong
Running puts mileage on your legs. Leg strength is essential to any 
running program –
Tochus, Quads, Hammies – you name it!
 Stretching is for my gran 
Stretching after each exercise session avoids injuries and calms your 
muscles down, 
like a nice glass of wine after a long day at Misrad Hapnim.
 I don’t have enough time to warm up
Take a walk (3min) before and after each run. It not only prepares your 
body for exercise, 
but you’ll be able to run further without stopping and you will run 
more effectively.

For beginner runners, Nikia Blumenthal, a biokineticist and exercise 
rehabilitation therapist, offers the following advice:  “As a passionate 
runner and biokineticist, I have 2 goals with new runners: Get them to 
love exercise and educate them to exercise CORRECTLY to avoid injuries.

“During the Jerusalem half marathon
 I was able to pause for long enough to kiss

that huge mezuzah near the kotel. Joining together 
with thousands of fellow Israelis and fellow-runners, 

all trekking through the streets
of Jerusalem was very special for me.” 

Nikia Blumenthal 


